The Robot

Look at the pictures. What do you think?

A  Where do you think they are?
B  What do you think Cara is saying to the robot?
C  What do you think the robot can do?
D  What do you think Cara will ask
E  What questions would you ask the robot?
F  If you had a robot what would you ask it to do?

Who says it?

R = Robot  C = Cara

Hello. How may I help you?  \[ R \]

Oh! You are wonderful!  \[ \]

Follow me.  \[ \]

Wow. You really know things.  \[ \]

You can’t do everything  \[ \]

I can take you shopping.  \[ \]

Can you make the plane leave sooner?  \[ \]

I can do many tasks. Ask me.  \[ \]

Are you talking to me?  \[ \]
Order the letters and write the words.

Robot

trobo

wwondi

slheew

senlap

thilg

eenrsc

tcrepa

stega

gnis

Choose and circle the correct word.

1 How/Who may I help you?
2 Are/Is you talking to me?
3 Have/Can you do anything else?
4 Where/Who are the toilets?
5 Does/Can you make the plane leave sooner?
6 Do they has/have peanut butter flavour?
Read and match.

1. *Cara was looking out of the window when*
2. Its wheels made
3. Suddenly it lit up,
4. The robot was asking
5. It glided past the gates,
6. Soon Cara saw a sign with

a) twinkly lights all around it.
b) where people were waiting to get on their planes.
c) no sound on the carpet.
d) and the robot began to type out a message.
e) *she met it.*
f) the question again.

Draw a cover.
The Robot

Answers

Who says it?
R = Robot  C = Cara

Order the letters and write the words.
robot  window  wheels
planes  light  screen
carpet  gates  sign

Choose and circle the correct word.
1. How/Who may I help you?
2. Are/Is you talking to me?
3. Have/Can you do anything else?
4. Where/Who are the toilets?
5. Does/Can you make the plane leave sooner?
6. Do they has/have peanut butter flavour?

Read and match.
1. Cara was looking out of the window when
2. Its wheels made
3. Suddenly it lit up,
4. The robot was asking
5. It glided past the gates,
6. Soon Cara saw a sign with
e) she met it.
c) no sound on the carpet.
d) and the robot began to type
f) the question again.
b) where people were waiting
to get on their planes.
a) twinkly lights all around it.